Genetics of gamma-irradiation-induced mutations in Arabidopsis thaliana: large chromosomal deletions can be rescued through the fertilization of diploid eggs.
Despite the demonstrated value of chromosomal deletions and deficiencies as tools in plant and animal genome research, in the genetic model plant species Arabidopsis thaliana, such mutations have not been extensively studied. For example, it is not known whether large deletions in different regions of the genome can be tolerated in diploid plants that are heterozygous for such mutations. Similarly the viability or inviability of monosomics has not been examined in detail. To investigate these questions, we have used gamma-irradiated haploid wild-type pollen to pollinate diploid and tetraploid multimarker lines of Arabidopsis. Examination of M1 progenies revealed that chromosome loss mutations and large deletions were induced in the irradiated pollen. Such mutations were eliminated in diploid M1 plants due to dominant lethality but could be rescued in triploid M1 progeny. The use of irradiated pollen and tetraploid marker lines of Arabidopsis is a convenient way of generating deletions and modified chromosomes and provides a genetic tool for deletion mapping and for analysis of chromosomal regions essential for chromosome maintenance.